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Abstract. Divertible proofs are extensions of interactive proofs in which an active
eavesdropper, the warden, makes the prover and the verifier untraceable. The warden is
transparent to both the prover and the verifier. With subliminal-free proofs the warden
controls subliminal messages. In this paper we present divertible and subliminal-free
zero-knowledge proofs for various languages. We consider both graph isomorphism and
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graph nonisomorphism. We show that under a cryptographic assumption, any language
in NP has a divertible and a subliminal-free zero-knowledge proof, and then extend
this result to IP for subliminal-free proofs. Finally we discuss various applications of
divertible and subliminal-free zero-knowledge proofs.

Key words. Zero-knowledge, Untraceability, Divertibility, Subliminal-free, Crypto-
graphic protocols, Proof systems, Identification.

1. Introduction

Interactive proofs systems (of membership) were introduced by Goldwasser et al. [17].
Earlier Babai [2] considered Arthur–Merlin games, a somewhat similar type of proof
system. Informally, aninteractive proof(P,V) for a languageL is an interactive protocol
between a computationally unbounded probabilistic Turing machineP, the prover, and
a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machineV , the verifier, which acceptsx ∈ L
almost always, but rejectsx 6∈ L almost certainly. Zero-knowledge [17] was introduced
to restrict the amount of knowledge revealed by the prover during the execution of the
proof. Informally an interactive proof(P,V) is zero-knowledgeif, when x ∈ L, the
prover reveals no more than the assertion thatx belongs toL.

The formal setting for interactive zero-knowledge proofs prevents a dishonest party
(who uses a different program from the one specified by the proof) from cheating an
honest party. It does not deal with the case whenbothparties are dishonest. Indeed there
seems to be little justification for designing such systems. However, one can envisage
a scenario in which a dishonest prover may use an interactive proof to send secret
subliminal information, even if this means that the honest verifier will not accept. A
well-designed system should prevent this. In this paper we address such issues, and
propose interactive proofs in which dishonest parties are prevented from using the proof
system for a different purpose than intended.

Simmons has shown that it is possible to hide a subliminal message inside an authen-
ticator [23]. In a similar way subliminal channels can be introduced in zero-knowledge
interactive proofs [12]. These channels are closely related to covert channels, an im-
portant topic in computer security [10]. Desmedt et al. first introduced subliminal-free
proofs for quadratic residuocity [12]. The aspect of subliminal-freeness has also been
discussed in [11], in particular in the context of authentication. Okamoto and Ohta [21]
considered a setting in which an active eavesdropper, the wardenW, diverts an interactive
proof (P,W) to a proof(W,V) in such a way that any relationship between the proofs
is concealed. So if proversP1 and P2 prove to a verifierV that x ∈ L, thenV cannot
trace back the proof to eitherP1 or P2. Similarly a proverP cannot trace the verifierV .
Furthermore,W is transparent, that is, ifW is removed, then(P,V) is an interactive
proof. Such proof systems(P,W,V) are calleddivertibleproofs.1 Okamoto and Ohta
proved that there exist divertible zero-knowledge proofs for any commutative random
self-reducible language [21].

The main similarity between divertible and subliminal-free proofs is that for both a

1 The first divertible zero-knowledge proof was presented on pp. 37–38 of [12] in the context of subliminal-
free proofs.
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wardenW tries to enforce the honest distribution, when the prover or verifier are possibly
dishonest. The essential differences are that with divertible proofsW must enforce the
honest distribution and must be transparent, while with subliminal-free proofsW can
halt if (he thinks) there is a subliminal message andW is not necessarily transparent.

In this paper we consider both subliminal-free and divertible zero-knowledge proofs.
We show that any language in NP has astatistically2 divertible proof (Definition 7) which
iscomputationallyzero-knowledge (Theorem 3) under the assumption that secure homo-
morphic commitments exist (Definition 12). A similar result applies to subliminal-free
proofs (Theorem 4). We also show that graph isomorphism has astatisticallydivertible
proof which isperfectlyzero-knowledge (Theorem 1) with no cryptographic assump-
tions, and a subliminal-free proof which isperfectlyzero-knowledge (Theorem 2). We
consider graph nonisomorphism, and show that it has a subliminal-free proof which is
perfectlyzero-knowledge (Theorem 5). Finally we show that any language in IP (the
class of languages which have interactive proofs) has a subliminal-free proof.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give our definitions. In Section 3 we
discuss our basic technique for obtaining divertible and subliminal-free zero-knowledge
proofs and describe such a protocol for graph isomorphism. Then in Section 4 we
show that any language in NP has a divertible and subliminal-free zero-knowledge
proof. In Section 5 we extend our result for subliminal-free zero-knowledge proofs
to graph nonisomorphism, and in Section 6 to any language in IP. In Section 7
we consider applications. We conclude in Section 8 with general remarks and discuss
open problems.

2. Model and Definitions

2.1. Background

We use the Goldwasser–Micali–Rackoff [17] model for interactive proofs. Let(P,V) be
an interactive protocol, withP,V probabilistic Turing machines which share the same
input tape and have communication tapes and private worktapes.P is the prover which
has unlimited computational power, whereasV , the verifier, is computationally bounded
by a polynomial in|x|, the length of the inputx. A probabilistic Turing machine which
replacesP in (P,V) is calleddishonestif it has a different program fromP. We denote
by P′ a possibly dishonest prover. SimilarlyV ′ is a possibly dishonest verifier.

We assume that all machines have ahistorytape on which a string is written. This is in
contrast to most current applications in which only dishonest machines use such tapes.
However, our setting is more general (see for example Section 2.4.2).

Definition 1. (P,V) is aninteractive proof[17] for a languageL ⊆ {0,1}∗ if (Com-
pleteness), for any constantk, for any sufficiently longx ∈ L given as input to(P,V):
V accepts with probability at least 1− |x|−k (taken over the coin tosses ofP andV),
and (Soundness), for any constantk, for any sufficiently longx 6∈ L, for anyP′, on input

2 By using a weaker definition of divertibility we could obtainperfectdivertibility.
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x to (P′,V): V accepts with probability at most|x|−k (taken over the coin tosses ofP′

andV).

Theview[17] of V ′ when interacting withP in (P,V ′) on inputx and historyh, consists
of the bit strings (messages) thatV ′ receives fromP and the portion of the random tape
that V ′ reads.(P,V ′)(x, h) is the random variable whose value is the view ofV ′. The
corresponding ensemble (family of random variables) is{(P,V ′)(x, h)}.

Let U (x) andV(x) be random variables with parameterx.

Definition 2. U (x) andV(x) arestatistically k-close for xif∑
α∈{0,1}∗

|Prob (U (x) = α)− Prob(V(x) = α)| < |x|−k.

U (x) andV(x) arestatistically indistinguishable[17] on L ⊆ {0,1}∗ if they are statis-
tically k-close, for all constantsk and sufficiently longx ∈ L.

For the computational equivalent we consider Boolean circuits. LetCx be a Boolean
circuit with one Boolean output and letF(x) be a random variable. We denote by
Prob(F(x),Cx, x) the probability thatCx outputs 1 on input a random string distributed
according toF(x) [17]. A family of Boolean circuitsC = {Cx}with one Boolean output
is apoly-size family of circuitsif, for some constantc > 0, all Cx ∈ C have at most|x|c
gates.

Definition 3. U (x) andV(x) arecomputationally k-close for x with respect to Cx if
|Prob(U (x),Cx, x)−Prob(V(x),Cx, x)| < |x|−k. U (x) andV(x) arecomputationally
indistinguishable[17] on L ⊆ {0,1}∗ if, for all poly-size families of circuitsC = {Cx},
for all constantsk, and sufficiently longx ∈ L: U (x) and V(x) are computationally
k-close with respect to the circuitsCx.

Definition 4. An interactive proof(P,V) is perfectly(statistically) (computationally)
zero-knowledgeon L [17] if, for any polynomial-time machineV ′, there is an expected
polynomial-time machineMV ′ , called thesimulator, such that the ensembles{MV ′(x, h)}
and{(P,V ′)(x, h)} are perfectly3 (statistically) (computationally) indistinguishable on
L ′ = {(x, h) | x ∈ L and|h| = |x|c}, c > 0 constant.

2.2. Proofs with Warden

We next consider three party proofs. Let(P,W,V) be an interactive protocol in which a
proverP and a verifierV communicate with each other only through an active eavesdrop-
per W. P has unlimited computational power whereasW andV are polynomial-time.
We callW thewarden. All three partiesP,W,V are interactive probabilistic Turing ma-
chines.W↔V meansW with oracleV , whereV is consulted through the communication

3 Perfectly indistinguishable ensembles are equal.
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tapes that it shares withW. So(P,W↔V ) is the interactive protocol(P,W) for which
V is an oracle forW. Similarly (P↔W,V) is the interactive protocol(W,V) for which
W consultsP as an oracle. Leth = (hP′ , hV ′) be the histories forP′,V ′. The history
of P′ can be used to share information (with entropy greater than 0) withV ′. As with
two party protocols,(P′↔W,V ′)(x,h) is the random variable whose value is the view of
V ′ when interacting withW, which consists of the messages thatV ′ receives fromW,
while interacting withP′, and the portion of the random tape thatV ′ reads. Similarly
(P′,W↔V ′)(x,h) is the random variable whose value is the view ofP′ when interacting
with W. (P,W′,V ′)(x, hW′V ′) is the random variable whose value is thejoint viewof
W′ andV ′ when interacting withP, which consists of the messages thatP sends and
the portion of the random tapes thatW′,V ′ read. HerehW′V ′ is the joint history ofW′

andV ′. The corresponding ensembles are{(P′↔W,V ′)(x,h)}, {(P′,W↔V ′)(x,h)}, and
{(P,W′,V ′)(x, hW′V ′)}, respectively. The honest wardenW has an empty history tape.

Definition 5. (P,W,V) is aninteractive proof with wardenfor L if:

1. Completeness for V. For anyk, for any sufficiently longx ∈ L given as input to
(P,W,V): V accepts with probability at least 1−|x|−k (taken over the coin tosses
of P,W,V).

2. Soundness for V. For anyk, for any sufficiently longx 6∈ L, for any P′ andW′,
on inputx to (P′,W′,V): V accepts with probability at most|x|−k (taken over the
coin tosses ofP′,W′,V).

Definition 6. An interactive proof(P,W,V) with warden isperfectly(statistically)
(computationally) zero-knowledge4 on L if, for any polynomial-time machinesW′,V ′,
there is an expected polynomial-time machineMW′V ′ such that the ensemble
{MW′V ′(x, hW′ , hV ′)} isperfectly(statistically) (computationally) indistinguishable from
{(P,W′,V ′)(x, hW′ , hV ′)} on L ′ = {(x, hW′ , hV ′) | x ∈ L and|(hW′ , hV ′)| = |x|c},
c > 0 constant. That is,MW′V ′ simulates the joint view ofW′ andV ′ on L ′.

From this definition it follows that the view{(P↔W,V ′)(x, hV ′)} of V ′ while interacting
with (an honest)W in an interactive zero-knowledge proof with warden can be simulated.

2.3. Divertible Proofs

We now consider interactive proofs(P,W,V) in which the warden is transparent and
the prover and verifier are untraceable.

Transparency requires that(P,W,V) remains a proof forL even when the warden
W is inactive (or “removed”): that is, whenW simply relays the messages ofP and
V . For untraceability we consider a proverP′ that will be accepted byV whenx ∈ L.
Such aP′ should not see any difference between the honest verifierV and any other
possibly dishonest verifierV ′ when interacting throughW. Also a possibly dishonest
verifier V ′ should not see any difference between the honest proverP and a proverP′

when interacting throughW, even if P′ tries to be traceable.

4 This definition is based on [17] and [21].
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Definition 7. An interactive proof with warden(P,W,V) for L is perfectly(statisti-
cally) (computationally) divertible5 if:

1. Transparency. (P,V) is an interactive proof forL in which P andV interact, each
running as the respective Turing machines in(P,W,V).

2. (P,W↔V )-proof.
(a) Completeness for W. For anyk, for any sufficiently longx ∈ L given as input

to (P,W,V): W accepts with probability at least 1− |x|−k (taken over the
coin tosses ofP,W,V).

(b) Weak soundness for W. For anyk, for any sufficiently longx 6∈ L, for anyP′,
on inputx to (P′,W,V): W accepts with probability at most|x|−k (taken over
the coin tosses ofP′,W,V).

3. Untraceability. Let L ′ = {(x,h) | x ∈ L and|h| = |x|c,h = (hP′ , hV ′)}, c > 0.
For any proverP′ for which(P′,V) is an interactive proof forL, for any verifierV ′:
(a) the ensembles{(P′,W↔V ′)(x,h)} and{(P′,V)(x,h)} are perfectly (statisti-

cally) (statistically6) indistinguishable onL ′, and
(b) the ensembles{(P′↔W,V ′)(x,h)} and{(P,V ′)(x,h)} are perfectly (statisti-

cally) (computationally) indistinguishable onL ′.

Remark1. A weaker form of untraceability could restrictP′ to provers who are accepted
by V with the same probability asV accepts the honest proverP. We feel that this
restriction is too severe and does not capture the essence of untraceability.

Remark2. If the dishonest proverP′ tries “too hard” to be traceable, then the honest
verifierV will reject x ∈ L, in which caseV ′ may see a difference. However, then we do
not have an interactive proof any more. With divertible proofs werestrict ourselves to
proversP′ for which (P′,V) is an interactive proof. A stronger condition would allow
for anydishonest proverP′. In the following section we consider such a scenario.

2.4. Subliminal-Free Proofs

With a subliminal-free proof the warden will detect any attempt by the prover (or verifier)
to exchange subliminal messages. There are two ways in which a subliminal channel can
be established. The first one is by abusing the system. In this case the prover (or verifier)
tries to hide secret messages in the strings it exchanges while the protocol is executed.
This can be prevented by requiring that the system is abuse-free. The second way is to use
a nonminimal protocol which is specifically designed to allow for subliminal channels.
We discuss this in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1. Abuse-Free Proofs

A proof is abused if it is used for a different purpose than intended. In this case we
cannotrestrict ourselves to dishonest proversP′ which the honest verifierV will accept.

5 This definition is based on [17] and [21]. We have made some changes to allow for proofs of membership.
6 P has unlimited computational power, so it makes no sense for these ensembles to be computationally

indistinguishable.
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Indeed a dishonest verifierV ′ may accept aP′ which V would have rejected, ifV ′

can somehow benefit from this, e.g., establish a subliminal channel. With abuse-free
protocols the wardenW should detect abuses. For this purposeW returns a bitwd as
special output which it sets to 1 if it detects an abuse.

We demand that two conditions be satisfied for a proof to be abuse-free. The first is
fairness. That is, whenP andV are honest andx ∈ L, the warden should not detect an
abuse. The second is detectability. That is, if the warden fails to detect an abuse, then:
(i) a possibly dishonest proverP′ cannot see any difference between the bit strings it
gets from a conspiringV ′ and those it gets from the honest verifierV , and (ii) a possibly
dishonest verifierV ′ cannot see any difference between the bit strings it gets fromP′

and those it gets fromP. The formal definition follows.
Let W setwd = 0 if it fails to detect an abuse and let(P′↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h) be

(P′↔W,V ′)(x,h) restricted towd = 0, and(P′,W↔V ′)|wd=0(x,h) be(P′,W↔V ′)(x,h)
restricted towd = 0.

Definition 8. Let A = (P,W,V) be an interactive proof with warden forL, and let
L ′ = {(x,h) | x ∈ L and|h| = |x|c,h = (hP′ , hV ′)},c > 0 constant.A isabuse-free7 if:

1. Fairness. For anyk, for any sufficiently longx ∈ L given as input toA: ProbA(wd =
0) ≥ 1− |x|−k, where ProbA(wd = 0) is the probability thatwd = 0 during the
execution of the proofA.

2. Detectability. For anyk, for any sufficiently long(x,h) ∈ L ′, for any P′ andV ′

which communicate throughW, on inputx and historyh to A′ = (P′,W,V ′) we
have, either ProbA′(wd = 0) < |x|−k, or
(a) Conditionally perfect. (P′,W↔V ′)|wd=0(x,h) = (P′,W↔V )|wd=0(x,h) and

(P′↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h) = (P↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h).
(b) Conditionally statistical. The ensembles{(P′,W↔V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} and
{(P′,W↔V )|wd=0(x,h)} are statisticallyk-close for(x,h) in L ′, and the en-
sembles{(P′↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} and{(P↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} are statistically
k-close for(x,h) in L ′.

(c) Conditionally computational. The ensembles{(P′,W↔V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} and
{(P′,W↔V )|wd=0(x,h)} are statistically6 k-close for(x,h) in L ′, and the en-
sembles{(P′↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} and {(P↔W,V ′)|wd=0(x,h)} are computa-
tionally k-close for(x,h) in L ′ with respect to the Boolean circuitsC(x,h),
providedV ′ is polynomial-time.

2.4.2. Minimal Proofs

While subliminal channels of the first type deal with dishonest provers or verifiers who
abuse a properly designed protocol, subliminal channels of the second type deal with
dishonestly designed, or faulty, protocols. We describe one such protocol based on the
Goldwasser–Micali–Rackoff proof for quadratic residuocity [17]. This uses an “atomic”
subroutine with three steps in which first the prover “commits” to a particular string, then
the verifier asks a randomly selected “query” bit, and finally the prover sends her “answer”

7 This definition is a particular case of the general definition in [13].
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which the verifier checks. The subroutine is repeatedm times, wherem is polynomial in
the length of the input. We now modify this protocol by having the (honest) verifier take
as its last query bit (themth bit) an appropriate bit of its history tape, instead of a random
bit: in this case we assume that the honest verifierV uses its history tape. Clearly, the
modified protocol is still a perfect zero-knowledge proof of quadratic residuocity. Indeed
the last bit of the verifier has no significant effect on the completeness or soundness of
the proof, and the view of the verifier can be perfectly simulated. However, the modified
proof allows the verifier to send to the prover, additionally, one subliminal bit with each
execution of the protocol.

Minimal proofs will prevent this. Informally, a proof is minimal if it does no more
than what is strictly required [13]. With such proofs the verifier learns only one bit of
knowledge (thatx ∈ L or otherwise), and the prover learnsnothing, in an information
theoretic sense. From our previous example we see that zero-knowledge proofs are not
necessarily minimal. This is because zero-knowledge addresses only the knowledge that
the verifier may get, not the information theoretic knowledge that the prover may get.

Definition 9. Let (P,W,V) be an interactive zero-knowledge proof forL with warden
in which P and V may have been specified to use their history tape.(P,W,V) is
minimal if there is an expected polynomial-time machineMP such that the ensemble
{MP(x, hP)} is statistically indistinguishable from{(P,W↔V )(x, (hP, hV ))} on L ′ =
{(x, (hP, hV )) | x ∈ L and|hP| = |hV | = |x|c}, c > 0.8 That is,MP simulates the view
of P when interacting withW↔V on L ′.

Observe that with minimal proofs we are only concerned with the view of honest parties,
and that the simulatorMP only receives the historyhP. We now combine abuse-free
proofs and minimal proofs to get subliminal-free proofs.

2.4.3. Subliminal-Free Proofs, Fair Wardens

Definition 10. An interactive zero-knowledge proof(P,W,V) for L is subliminal-
free if it is abuse-free and minimal. We say that thewarden is(unrestricted) fair if the
fairness condition extends to all strings in{0,1}∗.

A warden who is (unrestricted) fair will not detect any abuse whenx 6∈ L if the prover
and verifier are honest.

2.5. Other Types of Proofs

Definition 11. A divertible (subliminal-free) interactive proof(P,W,V) for L is:

• Sound for Wif, for any constantk, for sufficiently longx 6∈ L, for any P′ andV ′,
for any h = (hP′ , hV ′), on inputx and historyh to (P′,W,V ′): W accepts with
probability at most|x|−k (taken over the coin tosses ofP′,W,V ′).

8 This condition is only sufficient for zero-knowledge proofs. In a more general context the knowledge that
each party may get must be minimal.
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• Sabotage-free(for W) if, for any constantk, for sufficiently longx ∈ L, for anyV ′,
for anyhV ′ , on inputx and historyhV ′ to (P,W,V ′): W accepts with probability
at least 1− |x|−k (taken over the coin tosses ofP,W,V ′).

Remark3. With a divertible proof(P,W,V) which is not sound forW, only V is a
verifier in the Goldwasser–Micali–Rackoff [17] sense. That is, onlyV will reject x 6∈ L
with overwhelming probability whatever programsP′ andW′ use. Due to the sequential
nature of the setting for divertible (subliminal-free) proofs, it is not possible to have
sabotage-free proofs forV , i.e., proofs in which the verifier accepts in(P,W′,V) for
anyW′ andx ∈ L, whenL is not in BPP. For this reason we have not defined it.

A divertible proof(P,W,V) which is sound and sabotage-free forW, is asequential
multiverifierproof. In this case bothW andV are verifiers and are convinced uncondi-
tionally, and we have an interactive proof for bothW andV (provided thatW is honest)
in the Goldwasser–Micali–Rackoff [17] sense.

2.6. Commitment Functions and General Notation

The following definition is based on the definition of probabilistic encryptions in [16]
and [15].

Definition 12. A bit commitmentfunction9 is a polynomial-time computable function
f : {0,1} × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ for which f (0, t) 6= f (1, t ′) for all t, t ′ ∈ {0,1}∗. Let
fn(b), b ∈ {0,1}, be the random variablef (b, t), t ∈R {0,1}n. We calln the security
parameter offn. A commitment f is secure[16], [15] if the ensembles{ fn(0)} and
{ fn(1)} are computationally indistinguishable.

Finally, the commitmentf (b, t) is openedby revealingb andt .

A well-known [16] example of a bit commitment is based on the function

gs,m(b, r ) = sbr 2 modm if b ∈ {0,1} and r ∈ Z∗m, (1)

where the modulusm is a Blum integer [3] ands is an appropriate quadratic nonresidue.
It is secure if it is hard to decide quadratic residuocity modulo a Blum integer. Here
f (b, t) = (gs,m(b, r ), s,m), where one part of the bit stringt denoted bypar is used
to obtain the prime factors ofm (for example,p and q) and the nonresidues (the
parameters of the commitment), and the other part is used to determine the argumentr
(sopar = (p,q, s) in the example). The commitment is opened by revealingb, r , the
prime factors10 of m, ands.

We next consider homomorphic commitments and blindings of commitments. Let
a ∈R A mean that the elementa is selected from the setA uniformly and independently
of other selections.

9 Here we only consider unconditionally secure commitments for the verifier. We also have unconditionally
secure commitments for the prover (hiding commitments) [5], but these are not used in this paper.

10 So “opening” is total: opened functions cannot be reused.
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Definition 13. Let {Fn} be a partitioning of the commitmentf in which, for eachn,
Fn consists of the restrictionsfpar of f obtained by limiting the length of its argument
t to n, and by using one part oft to determine the parameterspar of fpar and the
remaining part of lengthv(n), v(n) > nc, c > 0 constant, as the argumentr of fpar . So
fpar(b, r ) = f (b, t), wheret = (par, r ) with |t | = n and|r | = v(n).

We say thatf is homomorphicif, for eachn and fpar ∈ Fn, a binary polynomial-time
operation “· ” is defined on thefpar(b, r )’s such that there is a polynomial-time algorithm
which, on inputb,b′ ∈ {0,1}andr, r ′ ∈ {0,1}v(n), will output anr ′′ ∈ {0,1}v(n) for which
fpar(b, r ) · fpar(b′, r ′) = fpar(b⊕ b′, r ′′), where “⊕ ” is addition mod 2; furthermore, if
r ′ ∈ {0,1}v(n) is uniformly distributed, then so isr ′′.

The commitmentfpar(b, r ) is openedby revealingb, r , and the parameters offpar if
necessary.

Definition 14. Let g: {0,1}∗ × {0,1}∗ → {0,1}∗ be a polynomial-time computable
function and let{Gn} be a partitioning ofg which consists of the restrictionsgparobtained
by limiting the length of its argumentt to n, as in Definition 13, and taking one part
to determine the parameters par ofgpar and the other part to determine the arguments
u, r ′. We say thatg is a blinding of the commitmentf if, for eachn and fpar ∈ Fn,
there is ann′ < nc, c > 0 constant, andgpar′ ∈ Gn′ such that, givenu = fpar(b, r ) and
r ′ ∈R {0,1}v′(n′), there is anr ′′ ∈R {0,1}v(n) for which gpar′( fpar(b, r ), r ′) = fpar(b, r ′′).

The function (1) can also be used to define homomorphic commitments. For this purpose
we take the length of the argument ofg to ben = 3|m|, and use the first 2|m| bits to
determine the prime factors ofm and the nonresidues, and the remaining|m| bits to
determiner . The functiongpar(u, r ) = ur2 modm, u, r ∈ Z∗m, can be used for a blinding
of the bit commitment (1).

Below we use the following notation. LetV be a finite set. Then SymV is the group
of all permutations, onV . Furthermore, ifπ, π ′ ∈ SymV are permutations thenπ ◦ π ′
is their composition (soπ ◦ π ′(x) = π(π ′(x)) for x ∈ V).

3. Basic Technique

To illustrate our technique (see [6]) we first consider a protocol for Graph Isomorphism
(GI) which is obtained by adapting the Goldreich–Micali–Wigderson [15] proof to suit
our needs. Then we extend this to get a divertible proof.

Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex setV and edge setE. If π ∈ SymV , then
πG is the graph(V, F) with (u, v) ∈ E if and only if (π(u), π(v)) ∈ F . We use the
notationA = (A0, A1) for ordered pairs. The (external) operator “swap” is defined by
swap(e,A) = (Ae, Ae), wheree ∈ {0,1} ande = 1⊕ e. Let G = (G0,G1) be a pair
of graphs on the same vertex setV , and letπ = (π0, π1) be a pair of permutations of
SymV . We defineπG to be the pair of graphs(π0G0, π1G1). It is easy to check that

swap(e,πG) = swap(e,π) swap(e,G). (2)

More generally

swap(e,π) swap( f,G) = swap(e,π swap(e⊕ f,G)), (3)
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for anye, f ∈ {0,1}. Finally if σ = (σ0, σ1) is a pair of permutations of SymV , then
π ◦ σ = (π0 ◦ σ0, π1 ◦ σ1), where “◦” is the composition of permutations.

Protocol 1 (An Interactive Zero-Knowledge Proof for GI).

Common input: A pair of graphsG = (G0,G1) with vertex setV andm edges.

V rejects ifG0,G1 are not proper descriptions of graphs which have the same num-
ber of vertices and edges. Otherwise the following four steps are repeatedm times,
independently:

P1. P selects a pair of permutationsπ ∈R SymV × SymV and sendsV the pair of
graphsH = π (G0,G0).

V1. V sendsP a bitq ∈R {0,1}.
P2. P sendsV the pair of permutationsψ = π ◦ (σ q, σ q̄), whereσ : G1→ G0 is an

isomorphism (q 6∈ {0,1} is handled asq = 0).
V2. V checks thatψ ∈ SymV × SymV and thatH = ψ swap(q,G). If this fails, it

halts and rejects.

If V has completed successfullym iterations of the above steps, then it accepts.
(End of Protocol)

Observe that the main difference between this protocol and the one in [15] is that here
the proverP sends apair of permutations and then answers a pair of complementary bit
queries.

Lemma 1. Protocol1 is an interactive proof for GI which is perfectly zero-knowledge.

Proof. This follows directly from the proof on pp. 703–706 of [15].

We now extend Protocol 1 to get a divertible proof for GI [6].

Protocol 2 (A Divertible Zero-Knowledge Proof for GI).

Common input: A pair of graphsG = (G0,G1) with vertex setV andm edges.

W,V reject if G0,G1 are not proper descriptions of graphs which have the same
number of vertices and edges. Otherwise the following seven steps are repeatedm times,
independently:

P1. P selectsπ ∈R SymV × SymV and sendsW: H = π (G0,G0).
W1. W selectsπ′ ∈R SymV×SymV , e∈R {0,1}, and sendsV : H′ = swap(e,π′H).
V1. V sendsW: q ∈R {0,1}.
W2. W sendsP: q1 = q ⊕ e; q 6∈ {0,1} is handled asq = 0.
P2. P sendsW the pair of permutations:ψ = π ◦ (σ q1, σ q̄1), whereσ : G1→ G0 is

an isomorphism (q1 6∈ {0,1} is handled asq1 = 0).
W3. W checks thatψ ∈ SymV × SymV and thatH = ψ swap(q1,G). If this fails it

rejects.W sendsV the pair of permutations:ψ′ = swap(e,π′ ◦ψ).
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V2. V checks thatψ′ ∈ SymV ×SymV and thatH′ = ψ′ swap(q,G). If this fails it
halts and rejects.

V andW accept if they have completed successfullym iterations of the steps above.
(End of Protocol)

We now show that the warden’s strategy of swapping graphs and permutations makes
the prover and verifier untraceable, whilst the warden is transparent.

Theorem 1. Protocol 2 is a statistically divertible interactive proof for GI which is
perfectly zero-knowledge and sabotage-free.

Proof. Whenx ∈ L andP andW are honest then, for anyV ′,

ψ swap(q1,G) = π(σ q1Gq1, σ
q̄1Gq̄1) = π(G0,G0) = H. (4)

So the warden will accept and the protocol is sabotage-free. Furthermore, ifP,W, and
V are honest, then

ψ′ swap(q,G) = swap(e,π′ ◦ψ) swap(q,G) = swap(e, (π′ ◦ψ) swap(e⊕ q,G))

= swap(e,π′(ψ swap(e⊕ q,G))) = swap(e,π′H) = H′

by using the swap conditions (3) and (4). So the protocol is complete. Soundness forV
andW is reduced to that of the two party protocol(P′↔W′,V), by takingP′,W′ as one
machine. Then we use the soundness proof on p. 703 of [15]. Zero-knowledge follows
from Lemma 1.

To prove that the proof is divertible we must show that it is a(P,W↔V )-proof, and
that we have transparency and untraceability. Completeness and weak soundness forW
follow immediately from our earlier discussion since, whenW and V are honest,W
accepts if and only ifV accepts. Transparency is obvious. We first discuss untraceability
informally. Consider the proof(P′,W,V ′) whereP′ is a prover accepted by the honest
verifier with input x ∈ L, i.e., G0 andG1 are isomorphic. Then we must haveH =
ψ swap(q1,G) with overwhelming probability, because the completeness condition of
interactive proofs allows for a small probability of error. Suppose that this is the case. Then
H is a pair of graphs, not necessarily random, which are both isomorphic toG0. Because
the permutationsπ′ are uniformly distributed, the graphsH′ = swap(e,π′H) in Step W1
are uniform (isomorphic toG0 andG1), and the permutationsψ′ = swap(e,π′ ◦ ψ)
in Step W3 are uniform. Soq ande are independent and therefore the bitsq1 = q ⊕ e
in Step W2 are uniform. Letr P′ be the portion of the random tape thatP′ reads and
let rV ′ be the portion of the random tape thatV ′ reads. Then(r P′ ,q1) occurs with the
same probability as when the verifier isV , and(rV ′ ,H′,ψ′) occurs with (almost) the
same probability as when the prover isP. By taking into account the fact that there is
a small probability of error, we see that the view ofP′ in (P′,W↔V ′) is statistically
indistinguishable from the view ofP′ in (P′,V). Similarly the view ofV ′ in (P′↔W,V ′)
is statistically indistinguishable from that in(P,V ′). We shall prove this formally for
the view ofV ′. The other case is similar.

Let x ∈ L. Define z′ = 0 to be the event that, for all iterations in(P′,W,V ′),
H = ψ swap(q1,G), and letz′ = 1 be the event that this is not so. Also letz = 0 and
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z = 1 be the corresponding events for(P,W,V ′). Then clearly Prob(z = 0) = 1 (P
is honest) and one can prove that Prob(z′ = 0) > 1− |x|−k, from the completeness
of (P′,W,V). Let v′ = (P′↔W,V ′ )(x,h) be the view ofV ′ when interacting with
P′ and letv = (P,V ′ )(x,h) be the view ofV ′ when interacting withP. We have
Prob(v′ = α) = Prob(v′ = α, z′ = 0) + Prob(v′ = α, z′ = 1) and Prob(v = α) =
Prob(v = α, z = 0). From our earlier discussion on the uniformity ofH′ andψ′,
Prob(v′ = α | z′ = 0) = Prob(v = α | z = 0). Using these facts, and the fact that
Prob(a,b) = Prob(a | b) · Prob(b) for eventsa,b, we see that∑

α∈{0,1}∗

∣∣Prob(v′ = α)− Prob(v = α)∣∣
≤

∑
α∈{0,1}∗

∣∣Prob(v′ = α, z′ = 0)− Prob(v = α, z= 0)
∣∣

+
∑

α∈{0,1}∗
Prob(v′ = α, z′ = 1)

=
∑

α∈{0,1}∗
Prob(v = α | z= 0)

∣∣Prob(z′ = 0)− Prob(z= 0)
∣∣+ Prob(z′ = 1)

≤ |x|−k
∑

α∈{0,1}∗
Prob(v = α | z= 0)+ |x|−k ≤ 2|x|−k,

and this is true for anyk > 0. So we have statistical untraceability.

Remark4. The weaker form mentioned in Remark 1 would have given us perfect
divertibility in Theorem 1.

We now show that Protocol 2 can be modified to get a subliminal-free proof for GI [6].

Protocol 3 (A Subliminal-Free Zero-Knowledge Proof for GI).

Common input: A pair of graphsG = (G0,G1) with vertex setV andm edges.

W setswd = 0. If G0,G1 are not proper descriptions of graphs which have the same
number of vertices and edges,W setswd = 1. Otherwise the seven steps of Protocol 2
are repeatedm times independently, with Steps W2 and W3 replaced by:

W2′. W setswd = 1 if q 6∈ {0,1}. W sendsP: q1 = q ⊕ e (q 6∈ {0,1} is handled as
q = 0).

W3′. W checks thatψ ∈ SymV × SymV and thatH = ψ swap(q1,G). If this fails
it setswd = 1. W sendsV the pair of permutations:ψ′ = swap(e,π′ ◦ψ).

If V has completed successfullym iterations of the steps above, then it accepts.W sets
wd = 1 if P or V halt prematurely. (End of Protocol)

Theorem 2. Protocol3 is a subliminal-free interactive proof for GI which is perfectly
zero-knowledge. The detectability is conditionally perfect.

Proof. Clearly, the modified protocol remains perfectly zero-knowledge. Fairness fol-
lows trivially from the completeness of(P,W,V). The proof of detectability is similar
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to that for untraceability in Theorem 1. Consider(P′,W,V ′) whenwd = 0 andx ∈ L.
From the check in Step W3,H = ψ swap(q1,G), so the graphs ofH are isomor-
phic to G0. Again, because the permutationsπ′ are uniformly distributed, the graphs
H′ = swap(e,π′H) are uniform and the permutationsψ′ = swap(e,π′ ◦ ψ) are uni-
form. Furthermore,q ande are independent andq1 is uniform. Thus the conditional
(wd = 0) view of P′ when interacting withV ′: ( · · · (r P′ ,q1) · · · ) is identical to that
when interacting withV . Similarly, the conditional view ofV ′ when interacting with
P′: ( · · · (rV ′ ,H′,ψ′) · · · ) is identical to that when interacting withP. So we have de-
tectability. The system is minimal because the view of the honest proverP is simulatable.
Therefore the proof is subliminal-free.

Remark5. By extending the argument used in the last part of the proof we see that
(P,W,V) is not sound forW. Indeed, suppose thatG0 is not isomorphic toG1 and that
P′ choosesH = swap(d,πG) in Step P1, whered is a random bit andπ is a random pair
of permutations of the vertex set. Then if the verifierV ′ has unlimited resources it can
find d⊕eby checking which one of the two graphs ofH′ = swap(e,π′H) is isomorphic
to G0. Consequently, ifV ′ sendsq = d ⊕ e in Step V1 andP′ takesψ = swap(d,π)
in Step P2, we haveq1 = d and the warden will accept sinceH = ψ swap(q1,G) as
follows from (2). So, the warden may accept whenx 6∈ L.

4. Graph Hamiltonicity

In this section we present a divertible and a subliminal-free zero-knowledge proof for
any language in NP. A protocol for SAT was sketched in [6], but here we give a protocol
for Hamilton cycles which is easier to explain [20].

Our protocol employs a homomorphic commitment functionf . The commitment
is unconditional (lying is not possible) but privacy (hiding) is only conditional. As is
typical with such protocols [14], the zero-knowledge simulation involves commitments
to illegal values which are hidden and cannot be distinguished from random commitments
by a polynomial-time verifierV ′. However, if f has a trapdoor (as in the case of the
commitment in Section 2.6), then a dishonest proverP′ can write this on the history
tape of a verifierV ′. In this caseV ′ will distinguish its actual view (in which legal
values are hidden) from the simulated view, and we lose zero-knowledge. This must
be prevented. We do this by having an oracle select independently, and uniformly, the
parameterspar of the commitmentfpar ∈ Fn for each execution of the protocol. The
oracle is not needed if there exist homomorphic commitmentsf with no trapdoor (f
is then part ofP,W, andV as on p. 713 of [14]). For convenience we represent the
commitments inFn by f (we drop the subscriptpar) and assume that they requirev coin
tosses.

Protocol 4 (A Divertible Zero-Knowledge Proof for graph Hamiltonicity).

Common input: A graphG = (V, E) with vertex setV , edge setE, n = |V |, m= |E|.
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An oracle selects the parameters of a homomorphic commitmentf randomly inFn and
gives them toP,W,V . ThenW sets11 wa = 0. W,V reject andW setswa = 1 if G is
not a proper description of a graph. Otherwise the following seven steps are executedm
times, independently:

P1. P selectsπ ∈R SymV × SymV and coin tosses(r 0
i j , r

1
i j ) ∈R {0,1}v × {0,1}v,

and commits to the pair of adjacency matricesA = ({a0
i j }, {a1

i j }) of the graphs
G = π (G,G) by using the homomorphic commitmentf . Let (b0

i j ,b
1
i j ) =

( f (a0
i j , r

0
i j ), f (a1

i j , r
1
i j )). P sendsW the pair of matricesB = ({b0

i j }, {b1
i j }).

W1. W selects random coin tosses(s0
i j , s

1
i j ) ∈R {0,1}v × {0,1}v and computes the

pair of matricesC = ({ f (0, s0
i j ) · b0

i j }, { f (0, s1
i j ) · b1

i j }). ThenW selects a bit
e∈R {0,1}, the pair of permutationsπ′ ∈R SymV×SymV , and sendsV the pair
of matricesD = ({d0

i j }, {d1
i j }) = swap(e,π′C) (π′ permutes the corresponding

rows and columns of the matrices inC).
V1. V sendsW a bitq ∈R {0,1} as a challenge.
W2. W sendsP the bitq1 = q ⊕ e as a challenge;q 6∈ {0,1} is handled asq = 0.
P2. P sendsW: the permutationπq1, all the coin tossesr q1

i j , a Hamilton cycleHq̄1

in Gq̄1, and then coin tossesr q̄1
i1i2
, . . . , r q̄1

ini1
used in its commitment (q1 6∈ {0,1}

is handled asq1 = 0).
W3. W checks thatBq1 is a commitment of the adjacency matrix ofπq1G and that

bq̄1
i1i2
= f (1, r q̄1

i1i2
), . . . ,bq̄1

ini1
= f (1, r q̄1

ini1
). If either fails, then it setswa = 1

and sendsV a string of zeros. Otherwise it computes, for allr k
i j received from

P, the coin tossesuk
i j such that f (ak

i j ,u
k
i j ) = f (0, sk

i j ) · f (ak
i j , r

k
i j ), and then

W sendsV : π ′′q = π ′q1
◦ πq1, all the coin tossestq

i j = uq1

π ′q1
(i )π ′q1

( j ), the cycle

H ′q̄ = π ′q̄1
Hq̄1, and then coin tossest q̄

i1i2
= uq̄1

π ′q̄1
(i1)π ′q̄1

(i2)
, . . . , t q̄

ini1
= uq̄1

π ′q̄1
(in)π ′q̄1

(i1)

used for its commitment.
V2. V checks thatDq is a commitment of the adjacency matrix ofπ ′′q G and that

d q̄
i1i2
= f (1, t q̄

i1i2
), . . . ,d q̄

ini1
= f (1, t q̄

ini1
). If either fails,V halts and rejects.

If V has completed successfullym iterations of the steps above, then it accepts.W sets
wa = 1 if P halts prematurely.W accepts ifwa = 0, otherwise it rejects.

(End of Protocol)

Observe thatW can computeuk
i j from ak

i j , r k
i j , andsk

i j in polynomial-time sincef is
a homomorphic commitment.

Theorem 3. If there exist secure homomorphic commitments f, then Protocol4 is a
statistically divertible interactive proof for graph Hamiltonicity which is computation-
ally zero-knowledge and sabotage-free, provided that the parameters of f are selected
randomly in Fn by an oracle.

11 The Boolean variablewa is not required for divertibility. It will be needed for the subliminal-free proof.
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Proof. The proof is an extension of that in [4] and is based on the one in [15]. IfP is
honest, thenBq1 is a commitment of the adjacency matrix ofπq1G andHq̄1 is a Hamilton
cycle in Gq̄1, so W accepts and the protocol is sabotage-free forW. If P and W are
honest, thenDq is the encryption ofπ ′′q G and H ′q̄ is a Hamilton cycle inπq̄

′′G, and
so V accepts and we get completeness. The proof for soundness is the same as for the
two-party protocol(P,V) in [4].

It follows that(P,W↔V ) is a proof. Clearly we have transparency. For untraceability
we only need to consider proversP′ who are accepted by the honest verifierV . Then both
B0, B1 are almost always commitments for adjacency matrices ofG. This implies that
almost always (i) thedk

i j are proper commitments with the appropriate distributions and
so (ii) theq andeare uncorrelated and henceq1 = q⊕e is uniform, becausee∈R {0,1}
[22]. ThereforeP′ cannot distinguish between the challenges it gets directly from an
honestV and those it gets fromV ′ throughW, and similarlyV ′ cannot distinguish
between the bit strings it would get directly fromP and those it gets fromP′ throughW.
As in Theorem 1 we have statistical indistinguishability. The proof for zero-knowledge is
similar to that for the two party protocol(P,V) [4]. A formal proof for zero-knowledge
is obtained by extending the argument used in Theorem 2, pp. 716–721, of [15].

We will now show that Protocol 4 can be modified to get a subliminal-free proof for
Hamilton cycles.

Theorem 4. If there exist secure homomorphic commitments f, then Protocol4 can
be modified to obtain a subliminal-free proof for graph Hamiltonicity, provided the
parameters of f are selected randomly in Fn by an oracle. The proof is computationally
zero-knowledge and detectability is conditionally statistical.

Proof. We modify the protocol by havingW initialize withwd = 0, and setwd = 1 if
q 6∈ {0,1} in Step W2. Then at the end of the proof,P proves toW in zero-knowledge
the NP statement that all the pairs of matricesB are properly constructed (e.g., by using
one of the proofs in [14] and [4]). That is,P proves toW using a zero-knowledge proof
(P,W) that pairs of permutationsπ were used to obtain the adjacency matrices ofG, and
that the elements of the matricesB are proper encryptions (i.e., there exist coin tosses
r k

i j such thatbk
i j = f (ak

i j , r
k
i j )). If P or V halt prematurely,W setswa = 1. If the(P,W)

proof fails, or ifwa = 1, thenW sets12 wd = 1.
Clearly, the modified protocol remains computationally zero-knowledge. However, it

is not transparent. To show that it is subliminal-free we must show that it is fair, that we
have detectability, and that it is minimal knowledge. Fairness follows directly from the
modified(P,W,V). We shall now prove that we have detectability for the case when
the subliminal receiver is the verifier. The other case is similar.

We first sketch the outline of our proof. To begin with, in Part 1, we show that if the
probability that the wardenW detects an abuse is not overwhelming, then the conditional
probability that a dishonest proverP′ uses proper encryptions and thatW accepts, given

12 Note that it is not necessary thatW accepts or rejects in the modified protocol.
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thatW fails to detect the abuse, is overwhelming. In Part 2 we use this to show that we
have detectability. We now proceed with the proof.

We make three key observations. Letz = 0 be the event thatwa = 0 and that the
matricesB are proper encryptions. Otherwisez = 1. The first observation is that when
x ∈ L (i.e., the graphG has a Hamilton cycle) the conditional probability that the
verifier’s view has a certain value, givenz= 0, is the same whether the prover is honest
or not. That is,

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(v
′ = α | z= 0) = Prob(P,W,V ′)(v = α | z= 0), (5)

wherev′ = (P′↔W,V ′ )|wd=0(x,h) andv = (P↔W,V ′ )|wd=0(x,h). This follows from
the untraceability of Protocol 4, because whenz = 0 the encryptions are proper and
wa = 0. The second observation is that for anyk, sufficiently longx ∈ L,

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 1 | z= 1) ≥ 1− |x|−3k. (6)

This follows from the soundness of the(P,W) proof that all the matricesB are properly
constructed (the reason why we take the exponent to be 3k will soon become clear). The
third observation is that for anyk, sufficiently longx ∈ L,

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0 | z= 0) ≥ 1− |x|−2k (7)

and

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0 | v′ = α, z= 0) ≥ 1− |x|−2k (when defined). (8)

This follows from the completeness of the(P,W) proof.

Part 1. Our first goal is to show that for anyk, sufficiently longx ∈ L,

max
(
Prob(P′,W,V ′) (wd = 1) , Prob(P′,W,V ′) (z= 0 | wd = 0)

)
> 1− |x|−k. (9)

Indeed, suppose that Prob(wd = 1) ≤ 1 − |x|−k so that Prob(wd = 0) ≥ |x|−k (to
avoid cumbersome notation we drop the subscripts when there is no ambiguity). LetA =
Prob(wd = 0 | z= 0), B = Prob(wd = 0 | z= 1). Then by (6) we haveB < |x|−3k, so
that, by (7), 1−|x|−2k−|x|−3k < A−B < 1, and, therefore, 1< (A−B)−1 < 1+2|x|−2k.
Also, Prob(wd = 0) = A ·Prob(z= 0)+ B · (1−Prob(z= 0)) = (A− B) ·Prob(z=
0)+ B, so that Prob(z= 0)/Prob(wd = 0) = (A− B)−1(1− B/Prob(wd = 0)), and
therefore

1− |x|−2k < F = Prob(P′,W,V ′)(z= 0)

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0)
< 1+ 2|x|−2k, (10)

since 1− |x|−2k < 1− B/Prob(wd = 0) < 1. Then, by Bayes’ law,

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(z= 0 | wd = 0) = Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0 | z= 0) · F
> (1−|x|−2k) · (1−|x|−2k) > 1−|x|−3k/2, (11)

using (7). This proves (9).
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Part2. For conditionally statistical detectability we must show that for anyk, sufficiently
long x ∈ L, if Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0) ≥ |x|−k, then∑

α∈{0,1}∗
|Prob(P′,W,V ′)(v

′ =α | wd=0)− Prob(P,W,V ′)(v=α | wd=0)|< |x|−k. (12)

We expand the left-hand side of this expression by splitting the views into those for
which z = 0 and those for whichz = 1. Sincez = 0 when(P,W,V ′) is executed, we
get,∑
α∈{0,1}∗

∣∣Prob(v′ = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)+ Prob(v′ = α, z= 1 | wd = 0)

−Prob(v = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)|
≤

∑
α∈{0,1}∗

∣∣Prob(v′ = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)− Prob(v = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)
∣∣ (13)

+
∑

α∈{0,1}∗
Prob(v′ = α, z= 1 | wd = 0) . (14)

Now the sum in (14) is Prob(z = 1 | wd = 0). By (11) this is less than or equal to
|x|−3k/2, if Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd = 0) ≥ |x|−k. So we only need to focus on the rest of the
sum, that is (13). We shall show that the probabilities in this sum are statistically close.
First observe that

Prob(v′ = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)

= Prob(wd=0 | v′ =α, z=0)·Prob(v′ =α | z=0)· Prob(P′,W,V ′)(z=0)

Prob(P′,W,V ′)(wd=0)
, (15)

and that Prob(v′ = α | z= 0) = Prob(v = α | z= 0) by (5). Then by (10) and (8),

1− |x|−3k/2 <
Prob(P′,W,V ′)(v′ = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)

Prob(P,W,V ′)(v = α | z= 0)
< 1+ 2|x|−2k. (16)

Next we consider Prob(P,W,V ′)(v = α, z = 0 | wd = 0). For this we get a similar
expansion to (15), but withv′, P′ replaced byv, P. That is,

1− |x|−3k/2 <
Prob(P,W,V ′)(v = α, z= 0 | wd = 0)

Prob(P,W,V ′)(v = α | z= 0)
< 1+ 2|x|−2k. (17)

Combining (17) and (16), we see that the sum in (13) is less than

(2|x|−2k + |x|−3k/2) ·
∑

α∈{0,1}∗
Prob(v = α | z= 0) < 2|x|−3k/2.

Since we have already bounded (14) by|x|−3k/2, we get (12). This completes the proof
for detectability. The proof is minimal because the view of the honest prover can be
simulated. We have shown that the modified protocol is fair, detectable, and minimal. It
follows that it is subliminal-free.
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Remark6. We can use bit commitments with blindings instead of homomorphic bit
commitments in Protocol 4. Theorems 3 and 4 will still hold, provided the parameters of
the commitment scheme and its blinding are selected randomly by the oracle. The oracle
is not needed if there exist commitmentsf with blindings for which there is no trapdoor.

5. Graph Nonisomorphism

We show that Graph Non-Isomorphism (GNI) has a subliminal-free zero-knowledge
proof with no unproven assumption. It should be noted that GNI is known to be in AM
but is conjectured not to be in NP. Our protocol is based on the proof in [15] and [20] and
uses our swapping technique for GI. In this protocol we use expressions such asγ k

i , τ
k
i j ,

etc.: in these thei, j, k are all indices.

Protocol 5 (A Subliminal-Free Zero-Knowledge Proof for GNI).

Common input: A pair of graphsG = (G0,G1) with vertex setV , n vertices, andm
edges.

W setswd = 0. If G is not a proper description of graphs, thenW setswd = 1 andV
rejects. If the number of vertices, or edges, are distinct, thenV accepts. Otherwise, the
following ten steps are executedm times, independently:

V1. V selectsα ∈R {0,1}, π ∈R SymV × SymV and constructs the pair of graphs
H = π swap(α,G). ThenV selectsτ k

i ∈R SymV × SymV andγ k
i ∈R {0,1},

and constructs the graphsTk
i = τ k

i swap(γ k
i ,G), i = 1, . . . ,n2, k = 0,1, and

sendsW the pairsH and{(T0
i ,T

1
i )}.

W1. W proceeds similarly. It selectsa ∈R {0,1}, ϕ ∈R SymV × SymV and con-
structs the pair of graphsI = ϕ swap(a,H). ThenW selectsσk

i ∈R SymV ×
SymV andck

i ∈R {0,1}. In addition, it selectsei ∈R {0,1} and swaps to obtain
the pairs of graphsSk

i = σk⊕ei
i swap(ck⊕ei

i ,Tk⊕ei
i ), i = 1, . . . ,n2, k = 0,1, and

sendsP the pairsI and{(S0
i ,S

1
i )}.

P1. P selects bitsqi ∈R {0,1}, i = 1, . . . ,n2, and sendsW the string{qi }.
W2. W sendsV the bitsq′i , whereq′i = qi ⊕ ei , i = 1, . . . ,n2. If qi 6∈ {0,1}, thenW

setswd = 1.

V2. V sendsW: {(γ q′i
i , τ

q′i
i )} and {(sq̄′i

i ,µ
q̄′i
i )}, wheres

q̄′i
i = α ⊕ γ q̄′i

i andµ
q̄′i
i =

τ
q̄′i
i ◦ swap(α ⊕ γ q̄′i

i ,π
−1) .13

W3. W checks, for eachi = 1, . . . ,n2, that the τ
q′i
i are isomorphisms from

swap(γ
q′i
i ,G) to T

q′i
i , and that theµ

q̄′i
i are isomorphisms from swap(s

q̄′i
i ,H) to

T
q̄′i
i . If either fails it setswd = 1. Otherwise it sendsP: {(tqi

i ,ν
qi

i )}, wheretqi

i =
γ

q′i
i ⊕ c

q′i
i , νqi

i = σ
q′i
i ◦ swap(c

q′i
i , τ

q′i
i ), and{(t q̄i

i ,ν
q̄i

i )}, wheret q̄i

i = s
q̄′i
i ⊕a⊕ c

q̄′i
i ,

ν
q̄i

i = σ
q̄′i
i ◦ swap(c

q̄′i
i ,µ

q̄′i
i ) ◦ swap(s

q̄′i
i ⊕ a⊕ c

q̄′i
i ,ϕ

−1).

13 In this protocol for eachi the verifier sends four permutations, whereas in [15] either one or two permu-
tations are sent. This is made possible by the “doubling” of the original protocol.
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P2. P checks, for eachi = 1, . . . ,n2, that the νqi

i are isomorphisms from
swap(tqi

i ,G) to Sqi

i and that theν q̄i

i are isomorphisms from swap(t q̄i

i , I) to Sq̄i

i .
If either fails, P setswd = 1. Otherwise it computesβ ∈ {0,1} such that the
graphsI and swap(β,G) are isomorphic, and sends this toW. If no suchβ exists,
it halts.

W4. If β 6∈ {0,1}, thenW setswd = 1. Otherwise it sendsV : β ′ = a⊕ β.
V3. V checks thatα = β ′. If this fails it halts and rejects. OtherwiseV sendsW the

permutationsπ.
W5. W checks thatH = π swap(β ′,G). If this fails it setswd = 1.

If V has completed successfullym rounds it accepts.W setswd = 1 if P or V halt
prematurely. (End of Protocol)

Theorem 5. Protocol 5 is a subliminal-free proof for GNI which is perfectly zero-
knowledge. The detectability is conditionally perfect.

Proof. For fairness we use the swap conditions (2) and (3). The checks in Step W3 are
valid whenP,W,V are honest since

µ
q̄′i
i swap(s

q̄′i
i ,H) = (τ

q̄′i
i ◦ swap(s

q̄′i
i ,π

−1)) swap(s
q̄′i
i ,H) = τ

q̄′i
i swap(s

q̄′i
i ,π

−1H)

= τ
q̄′i
i swap(s

q̄′i
i , swap(α,G)) = τ q̄′i

i swap(s
q̄′i
i ⊕ α,G)

= τ
q̄′i
i swap(γ

q̄′i
i ,G) = T

q̄′i
i . (18)

For completeness we use the swap condition (3). The checks in Step P2 are valid since

ν
qi

i swap(tqi

i ,G) = (σ
q′i
i ◦ swap(c

q′i
i , τ

q′i
i )) swap(tqi

i ,G)

= σ
q′i
i swap(c

q′i
i ,T

q′i
i ) = S

q′i⊕ei

i = Sqi

i ,

and

ν
q̄i

i swap(t q̄i

i , I) = (σ
q̄′i
i ◦ swap(c

q̄′i
i ,µ

q̄′i
i ) ◦ swap(t q̄i

i ,ϕ
−1)) swap(t q̄i

i , I)

= (σ
q̄′i
i ◦ swap(c

q̄′i
i ,µ

q̄′i
i )) swap(t q̄i

i , swap(a,H))

= (σ
q̄′i
i ◦ swap(c

q̄′i
i ,µ

q̄′i
i )) swap(c

q̄′i
i ⊕ s

q̄′i
i ,H)

= σ
q̄′i
i swap(c

q̄′i
i ,µ

q̄′i
i swap(s

q̄′i
i ,H)) = S

q̄′i⊕ei

i = Sq̄i

i ,

using (18) in the last line. The check in Step V3 is obviously valid. So the protocol is
complete forV . Soundness forV is reduced to that of the two party protocol(P′↔W′,V)
by taking P′,W′ as one machine, using the proof on p. 708 of [15]. We get zero-
knowledge by extending the argument on pp. 709–711 of [15].

We will now show that the protocol is subliminal-free. The proof of detectability is
as in Theorem 1. Consider(P′,W,V ′) whenwd = 0 andx ∈ L. Then from Step W5,
H = π swap(α,G). So the graphs whichW sends toP′ in Step W1 are uniform random
swaps of pairs of uniform random graphs isomorphic toG, and the bits thatW sends in
Step W2 occur with the same probability as whenV ′ is V . Also, the bits, permutations,
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and graphs whichW sends in Steps W3 and W4 occur with the same probability as in
the case(P,W,V). So the conditional (wd = 0) view of P′ when interacting withV ′

is identical to that when interacting withV . Similarly for the conditional view ofV ′.
Clearly, the proof is minimal. So it is subliminal-free.

Remark7. This proof is not divertible14 because the wardenW cannot produce the ap-
propriate distribution ({(P′,V)(x,h)}) when a dishonest verifierV ′ halts in(P′,W↔V ′).
Observe that this proof is not sabotage-free. Furthermore, it cannot be sound forW.

Remark8. It is easy to see that Protocol 5 can be applied to quadratic nonresiduocity
(QNR), and to nonmembership of a languageL = 〈a〉p, wherep is a prime anda ∈ Z∗p
(however, both languages are in NP).

6. A Subliminal-Free Zero-Knowledge Proof for Languages in IP

In this section we consider languages in IP, the class of languages which have interactive
proofs. We will show that if there exist secure homomorphic bit commitments, then any
languageL ∈ IP has a subliminal-free interactive zero-knowledge proof. Our proof is
based on a system proposed in [19] which uses as a building block an Arthur–Merlin
proof [2] for L (not necessarily zero-knowledge). Arthur–Merlin proofs, denoted by
A-M , are interactive proofs in which the verifier, Arthur, is allowed only to send his coin
tosses to the prover, Merlin. So ifq1,q2, . . . ,q` are thè strings which Arthur sends to
Merlin during the execution of the protocol, then the concatenationq1q2 · · ·q` = q must
be the string that Arthur reads from his random tape.

Lemma 2 [19]. If there exist secure bit commitments, then any language inIP has an
interactive proof which is computationally zero-knowledge.

Proof. Goldwasser and Sipser [18] have shown that any languageL ∈ IP has an
Arthur–Merlin proof A-M , which is not necessarily zero-knowledge. Suppose that in
this proof, on inputx ∈ L, Arthur sendsq1,q2, . . . ,q` and Merlin sendsy1, y2, . . . , y`.
Let si be the concatenation ofq1, y1,q2, y2, . . . ,qi , yi , with s0 = ε the empty string, and
let M(si ,qi+1) = yi+1 mean that Merlin, on input(si ,qi+1), produces the next message
yi+1. Furthermore, in the last round letA(x, s̀ ) = 1 or 0 mean that Arthur accepts or
rejects Merlin’s proof.

To prove the lemma we describe the Impagliazzo–Yung protocol(P,V) for an in-
teractive zero-knowledge proof forL in which the proverP and verifierV emulate the
protocolA-M . P andV will jointly compute the coin tossesq = q1q2 · · ·q` of Arthur,
and thenP will prove toV , in zero-knowledge, that Arthur would have accepted Merlin’s
proof in A-M , had Arthur’s messages beenq1,q2, . . . ,q`.

We explain this in more detail. For convenience we assume that the length of the
messages of Arthur and Merlin arev (which must be polynomially bounded in the

14 A variant of this protocol was presented in [20]. However, a different definition of divertibility was used
there.
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length of the input), and thatf is a bit commitment function which requiresv coin
tosses.

To determine bitq1, j , 1≤ j ≤ v, of Arthur’s first messageq1, P sendsV a commitment
(for which lying is unconditionally impossible)f (qP,1, j , r P,1, j ), r P,1, j ∈R {0,1}v, for a
bit qP,1, j , andV sendsP a bit qV,1, j , 1≤ j ≤ v. ThenP opens his commitment toV .
The bitqP,1, j ⊕ qV,1, j is taken as the joint bitq1, j , that is,q1, j = qP,1, j ⊕ qV,1, j , and
q1 is the bit stringq1,1 . . .q1,v. Then P commits toV the messagey1 of Merlin. That
is, if y1,1, . . . , y1,v are the bits ofy1, P sendsV the commitmentsd1, j = f (y1, j , t1, j ),
t1, j ∈R {0,1}v, 1≤ j ≤ v.

The procedure is repeated forq2 andy2. Then forq3 andy3, and so on, untilq` and
y`. ThenP proves toV the NP statement:

∃ y1, . . . , y`, t1,1, . . . , t1,v, t2,1, . . . , t`,v,

A(x, s̀ ) ∧

 ∧
1≤i≤`
1≤ j≤v

(di, j = f (yi, j , ti, j ))

 = 1, (19)

wheres̀ = q1y1 · · ·q`y`, yi = yi,1 · · · yi,v, by using one of the zero-knowledge proofs
in [14] or [4].

Completeness follows immediately. For soundness observe that if a proverP′ succeeds
in convincing V that the predicate (19) is satisfied with a probability which is not
negligible then, from the soundness of the zero-knowledge proof of the NP statement, it
follows that Merlin would also succeed in convincing Arthur with a probability which is
not negligible (by using the same protocol asP, but this time sending theyi ’s instead of
just committing to them). Since the Arthur–Merlin proof is sound we must havex ∈ L.
Finally, for zero-knowledge the simulator selects, for each 1≤ i ≤ `, 1≤ j ≤ v, random
bitsqP,i, j for the prover and sends commitments of these to a blackbox simulation of the
verifierV ′. From this it gets bitsqV,i, j and thus computes the bitsqi, j . By concatenating
these it gets all theqi . For eachi , 1 ≤ i ≤ `, the simulator selectsy′i, j ∈R {0,1},
t ′i, j ∈R {0,1}v, and computes commitmentsd′i, j = f (y′i, j , t

′
i, j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ v (which

are indistinguishable from the “proper” commitmentsdi, j for the bits ofyi ). Then the
simulator runs the simulation of the zero-knowledge proof for the predicate (19).15

We now consider a subliminal-free proof for IP. Our protocol uses homomorphic
commitments. We remind the reader that, for convenience, the commitments inFn are
represented byf (we drop the subscriptpar from fpar).

Theorem 6. If there exist secure homomorphic commitments f, then any language
in IP has a subliminal-free proof which is sabotage-free, provided that the param-
eters of f are selected randomly in Fn by an oracle. The proof is computationally
zero-knowledge and detectability is conditionally computational.

15 Although the predicate might not be satisfiable, this does not affect the total simulation.
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Proof. We extend the argument used in the Impagliazzo–Yung proof to get a subliminal-
free zero-knowledge proof(P,V). For simplicity we assume as in Lemma 2 that the
messages of Arthur and Merlin and the coin tosses have lengthv.

The outline of our proof is as follows. To start with, in Subroutine 1, the proverP,
the wardenW, and the verifierV construct jointly the messagesqi of Arthur in the
proof A-M . This must be done in such a way thatP andV are prevented from sending
each other subliminal messages either directly or indirectly by halting prematurely when
the message stream does not have a particular pattern. In the latter case, nonhalting
would leak information (halting can have irreparable consequences with cryptographic
protocols [9]). For this purpose the warden blinds the commitments of the prover, and
uncovers the blindingonly at the very end of the entire protocol, when the protocol
halts in any case. After each messageqi is computed,P commits to Merlin’s replyyi .
Again the warden must blind the commitment. In Subroutine 2P proves, by using a
subliminal-free zero-knowledge proof, that Arthur would have accepted Merlin’s proof
if the message stream was the one determined in Subroutine 1. Finally in Subroutine 3
the warden unblinds his commitments and the verifier does all the necessary checks. The
protocol is as follows.

Protocol 6 (A Subliminal-Free Zero-Knowledge Proof for IP).

Common input: x ∈ L

An oracle selects randomly the parameters of a homomorphic commitmentf ∈ Fn and
gives them toP,W,V . W setsw′d = 0. Then the following subroutines are executed
sequentially.

Subroutine 1.(Simulating the proofA-M : P,W,V commit to Arthur’s messagesqi and
then P commits to Merlin’s repliesyi .) Seti = 1. The following steps are executed`
times, incrementingi by one each time:

P1. P selects bitsqP,i, j ∈R {0,1} and coin tossesr P,i, j ∈R {0,1}v and sendsW the
commitmentscP,i, j = f (qP,i, j , r P,i, j ), 1≤ j ≤ v.

W1. W checks that thecP,i, j are bit commitments, using16 P if necessary, and sets
w′d = 1 if this is not the case. ThenW selects bitsqW,i, j ∈R {0,1} and coin
tossesrW,i, j ∈R {0,1}v to flip and blind the commitments ofP. W sendsV the
resulting commitmentscPW,i, j = cP,i, j · f (qW,i, j , rW,i, j ), 1≤ j ≤ v.

V1. V selects bitsqV,i, j ∈R {0,1} and flips the commitments ofW. Let cPW V,i, j =
cPW,i, j · f (qV,i, j ,0v), 1 ≤ j ≤ v. (These commitP,W,V to the joint bits
qi, j = qP,i, j ⊕ qW,i, j ⊕ qV,i, j .) V sends all the bitsqV,i, j to W.

W2. W computes the commitmentscPW V,i, j . Then it selects coin tossesr ′W,i, j ∈R

{0,1}v to blind thecPW V,i, j . W sendsP the resulting commitmentsci, j =
cPW V,i, j · f (0, r ′W,i, j ), 1≤ j ≤ v.

16 If W cannot check this, thenP proves toW in zero-knowledge that there exist bitsqP,i, j and coin tosses
r P,i, j ∈ {0,1}v such thatcP,i, j = f (qP,i, j , r P,i, j ). With the commitment scheme in [16],W just has to check
that the Jacobi symbol of the commitment is+1.
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P2. P can now compute the jointly committed bitsqi, j of Arthur’s messageqi from
the ci, j (since P has unlimited resources). ThenP computes Merlin’s reply
yi , and selects coin tossestP,i, j ∈R {0,1}v and sendsW the commitments
dP,i, j = f (yi, j , tP,i, j ), 1≤ j ≤ v.

W3. W checks that these are bit commitments, using16 P if necessary, and setsw′d = 1
if this is not the case. Then it selects coin tossestW,i, j , t ′W,i, j ∈R {0,1}v to blind the
commitmentsdP,i, j . W sendsP the commitmentsdPW,i, j = dP,i, j · f (0, tW,i, j ),
1≤ j ≤ v, andV the commitmentsdPW2,i, j = dPW,i, j · f (0, t ′W,i, j ), 1≤ j ≤ v.

Subroutine 2.(The(P,W,V)proof: P proves that Arthur would accept Merlin’s proof.)
The proverP proves the NP statement:

∃q1,1, . . . ,q1,v, . . . ,q`,v, y1,1, . . . , y1,v, . . . , y`,v, z1,1, . . . , z1,v, . . . , z`,v, t1,1, . . . , t1,v,

. . . , t`,v,

A(x, s̀ ) ∧

 ∧
1≤i≤`
1≤ j≤v

(ci, j = f (qi, j , zi, j ))

 ∧
 ∧

1≤i≤`
1≤ j≤v

(dPW,i, j = f (yi, j , ti, j ))

 = 1,

wheres̀ = q1y1 · · ·q`y`, the bits ofqi areqi, j , and the bits ofyi are yi, j , by using
Protocol 4. (Observe that onlyW can verify this proof. IndeedV , while asking its
queries, does not know the commitmentsci, j anddPW,i, j , only thecPW V,i, j anddPW2,i, j .
So it keeps a record of all the received messages, and will verify these in the following
subroutine.) If in this proof the warden outputs the local variablewd = 1, thenW sets
w′d = 1.

Subroutine 3. (V checks the proof in Subroutine 2.)W sendsV all the coin tosses
r ′W,i, j and t ′W,i, j used to blind the commitmentscPW V,i, j anddPW,i, j . V uses these to
compute theci, j anddPW2,i, j and then verifies the proof in Subroutine 2.V rejects if the
verification fails.

If in the subroutines abovew′d = 1, or if P, V , orW halt before the end of the protocol,
thenW outputswd = 1. (End of Protocol)

Proof (continued). Completeness follows directly. For soundness we use the argument
in Lemma 2. From the same lemma we get zero-knowledge. For subliminal-freeness
observe that fairness is obvious. Detectability follows from Theorem 4 and from the fact
that the commitment scheme is homomorphic. Observe that a dishonest verifierV ′ with
unlimited resources could compute the committed bits of Arthur’s messageqi , and halt
prematurely if a particular pattern is not present. This is why we only get conditionally
computational detectability. The proof is clearly minimal.

Remark9. This protocol is not divertible because it is not transparent.
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7. Applications

Okamoto and Ohta have described various applications of divertible zero-knowledge
proofs, such as untraceability, blind signatures, and elections [21, p. 143]. A problem
with the subliminal-free proofs presented in the previous sections is that whenx 6∈ L the
honest prover will halt and the warden will setwd = 1 (observe that the common inputx
is not generated by the prover or verifier). Since the warden cannot distinguish between
the casesx ∈ L andx 6∈ L, in a real life situation it will “apprehend” the honest prover,
or verifier. Such a warden is not “fair” and will not be very popular! In this section we
consider a scenario in which the warden is fair (Definition 10), and describe protocols
which implement it.

Theorem 7. Protocol 3 can be modified to obtain a subliminal-free zero-knowledge
proof for GI for which the detectability is conditionally statistical, and for which the
warden is(unrestricted) fair. Similarly Protocols4, 5,and6 can be modified to obtain
subliminal-free zero-knowledge proofs for HC, GNI, and IP for which the warden is
(unrestricted) fair. For HC and GNI the detectability is conditionally statistical, for IP
it is computational. Zero-knowledge is as in Theorems2, 4, 5,and6, respectively.

Proof. If G0,G1 are not isomorphic, thenP sendsW the bit bP = 1 and proves to
W that G0,G1 are not isomorphic. If this proof fails, thenW setswd = 1. If G0,G1

are isomorphic, thenP sendsW the bitbP = 0 and Protocol 3 is executed. Obviously
the warden is (unrestricted) fair. Since the case(bP = 1, x ∈ L , wd = 0) happens with
negligible probability, we only have conditionally statistical detectability. The proof for
Protocols 4–6 is similar.

A nice application of divertible proofs would allow a prover to convincesimultane-
ously two (or more) verifiersW,V (W1,W2, . . . ,V). We call such proofs sequential
multiverifier proofs. This would save the prover having to give two (or more) indepen-
dent proofs. Such proofs give the wardenW in real-timesome power. An example of a
multiverifier proof is given in the Appendix of [8].

8. Conclusions

It is known that there exist statistically17 divertible perfectly zero-knowledge proofs for
any commutative random self-reducible language [21]. In this paper we have shown
that (i) GI (which is not commutative random self-reducible [1], [21]) has a statistically
divertible proof which is perfectly zero-knowledge, and (ii) any language in NP has a
statistically divertible proof which is computationally zero-knowledge, provided secure
encryption homomorphisms exist. We have also shown that (iii) GI and GNI (which is
seemingly not in NP but in AM) have subliminal-free zero-knowledge proofs, and that
(iv) any language in NP has a subliminal-free zero-knowledge proof, provided secure
encryption homomorphisms exist, and then (v) extended this last result to IP.

17 Perfectly divertible using the weaker definition (Remark 1).
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We have also discussed applications in the context of untraceability, and
subliminal-free channels. The following are open problems:

• Which classes of languages have statistically (computationally) divertible proofs
which are perfectly (statistically) (computationally) zero-knowledge?
• Which classes of languages have subliminal-free proofs with conditionally per-

fect (statistical) (computational) detectability, fair warden, and perfect (statistical)
(computational) zero-knowledge?

For a survey on subliminal-free channels the reader is refered to [7].
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